Write all the answers in French. Écris toutes les réponses en français:

1. What is the full name of the arched monument that stands in Paris?

2. Which tomb and which flame are situated beneath the arched monument?

3. Which grand palace began as a simple hunting lodge?

4. Name the famous Hall of Mirrors located inside the grand palace.

5. Write a nickname for France.

6. Write the nickname for the football team of France.

7. Write a saying about French cheese.

8. Write a nickname for Paris.

9. In which cave is there a famous spring of water?

10. Name some forms of French bread.

11. Le croissant belongs to which type of pastry-making?

12. Which French word can mean both ‘hello’ and ‘goodbye’?

13. What could you say when someone sneezes?

14. Which fabric originated in the town of Nîmes?

15. French cheese has eight categories known as -

16. What could you say on the following occasions? -
   a. before eating a meal -
   b. on somebody’s ‘name day’ -

17. In historical times, what was the name given to the heir to the French throne?

18. Name the man who began the idea of eating at a restaurant.

19. What could you say on the following occasions? -
   a. when answering a phone call -
   b. when cheering for the French football team -

20. Write the nickname of King Louis XIV.

21. Write the motto of King Louis XIV.

22. Name some French car manufacturers.

23. Find and write the following names in French: Joan of Arc -
    Mary Queen of Scots -